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The ultrafast photodissociation of Fe „CO…5 in the gas phase
L. Bañares,a) T. Baumert, M. Bergt, B. Kiefer, and G. Gerber
Physikalisches Institut, Universita¨t Würzburg, D-97074 Wu¨rzburg, Germany

~Received 18 August 1997; accepted 17 November 1997!

The photodissociation dynamics of Fe~CO!5 in a molecular beam have been investigated with
femtosecond time resolution. In single pulse experiments, the parent ion Fe~CO!5

1 and all the
fragment ions Fe~CO!n

1 , n50 – 4 could be observed in linear and reflectron time-of-flight~TOF!
spectrometers. Ladder switching is suppressed by the use of femtosecond laser pulses. The TOF
spectra show that the fragmentation patterns strongly depend on the laser wavelength, the laser
intensity, and the laser pulse duration. Femtosecond pump–probe experiments were performed for
the parent and every fragment molecule. We present a photodissociation model for the neutral
Fe~CO!5. After the absorption of two 400 nm photons, Fe~CO!5 looses four CO ligands in about 100
fs. The subsequent dissociation of the fragment Fe~CO! takes place on a longer time scale of about
230 fs. The measured transient ionization spectra of the Fe~CO!n , n52 – 4 fragments represent
within the proposed model the fingerprints of the evolution of the@Fe~CO!5#

‡ transition state on the
way to dissociation. We also report on the observation of a metastable ionic fragmentation
mechanism. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!00808-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The photochemistry of metal carbonyls is of great i
portance in the understanding of interesting properties
these compounds.1,2 Metal carbonyls are widely used as ph
tocatalysts in many organic reactions.3–5 It has been
shown3–5 that highly reactive unsaturated species com
from the photolysis of M–CO bonds, where M is a transiti
metal atom, are responsible for this catalytic activity. In
completely different context, the full photodissociation
these molecules has been applied in microelectronics
means of growing thin ultrapure metal films onto surface6

The basic understanding of the fragmentation mechanism
which these complex molecules loose one or several
ligands after the absorption of a photon with sufficient e
ergy is of great interest.

The photodissociation of monometal carbonyls in so
tion is simple. After laser excitation, the molecule loos
only one CO ligand.1–3 Collisional relaxation and cage e
fects with the solvent molecules avoid the loss of additio
CO ligands because the excess internal energy of the f
ments is rapidly dissipated to the surrounding medium. T
picture is quite different in the gas phase if, in additio
collisionless conditions are guaranteed. In this case, sev
ligands can leave the complex after absorption of a sin
photon with sufficient energy. The proportion of unsatura
fragments will then depend on the photolysis wavelength
laser intensity, since multiphoton processes can also be
volved. Indeed, this is a basic difference between the ph
chemistry of metal carbonyls, and organometallics in g
eral, and that of most of the small organic and inorga
molecules, where only one bond is usually broken upon
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sorption of one photon. Whether the loss of ligands by
metal atom after one photon or multiphoton absorption h
pens sequentially or in a concerted fashion has been the
ject of controversy.7

Fe~CO!5 is a prototype molecule whose study can pr
vide a good understanding of the photodissociation mec
nism of metal carbonyls. For this molecule, plenty of the
retical information is available about its molecular a
electronic structure.8–15 In addition, ab initio calculations
with different degrees of sophistication have been perform
in the last few years in order to obtain accurate values of
first and subsequent dissociation energies of the Fe–
bonds, not only for the neutral Fe~CO!5,

15–20but also for the
ion molecule Fe~CO!5

1. 21 The theoretical results have bee
compared with experimental data obtained by pho
detachment of mass-selected beams of carbonyl an
Fe~CO!n

2 22 by pulsed laser pyrolysis of Fe~CO!5 ~Ref. 23!
and by other techniques.24–27

Time-resolved experiments using ultrafast laser pul
have been performed with metal carbonyls and organome
lics in solution~see, e.g., Refs. 28–35!. The first ultrafast gas
phase study was reported by Angelet al.,36 who measured
the vibrational dynamics of Co~CO!3NO. Zewail and
co-workers37 recently reported the first photodissociation e
periments in the gas phase. They studied the ultrafast f
mentation dynamics of Mn2~CO!10. In this cornerstone ex-
periment, the metal–metal and metal–ligand bond cleav
dynamics, occurring on a time scale of hundreds of fem
seconds, could clearly be distinguished. In a very recent
periment by Harris and co-workers,38 the dissociation dy-
namics of M~CO!6 ~M5Cr, W, Mo! in solution has been
studied by femtosecond IR spectroscopy. It was conclu
that the formation of the metal pentacarbonyl product a
UV photolysis of the parent molecule occurs in less than 2
fs, the resolution of their apparatus.

As stated by Grant and co-workers in 1983, ‘‘no tec

s:
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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nique applied thus far has been fast enough to measur
actual primary dissociation rate’’ for Fe~CO!5.

39 The appli-
cation of femtosecond lasers to study the photodissocia
of this molecule and metal carbonyls in the gas phase is v
timely. In a previous publication,40 we reported the first ex
periments where the photodissociation dynamics of Fe~CO!5

in a molecular beam was studied with femtosecond ti
resolution. The parent molecule and all the fragments w
detected after femtosecond laser excitation in a linear ti
of-flight ~TOF! spectrometer. Transient ionization spectra
the parent molecule and of every fragment were measure
using the femtosecond pump–probe technique. From the
sults obtained in that study, it was concluded that the pho
dissociation of Fe~CO!5 up to Fe~CO! occurs in about 100 fs
The subsequent dissociation of Fe~CO! into Fe1CO oc-
curred on a longer time scale. A mechanism was propose
explain these observations. The present paper is a full
count of the results obtained on the gas phase photodiss
tion of Fe~CO!5 from our laboratory. We report additiona
experiments on the femtosecond laser intensity and wa
length dependence of linear and reflectron TOF spec
where even doubly charged species have been observed
we report on additional femtosecond pump–probe exp
ments. The results confirm the previously proposed mec
nism for the photofragmentation of Fe~CO!5 in the gas phase

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we give
overview of the available spectroscopic informations for
metal carbonyl Fe~CO!5. The experimental setup for singl
pulse and pump–probe measurements is described in Se
and the obtained results are presented in Sec. IV. In Se
we report laser-induced metastable decays of Fe~CO!5 ob-
served with our reflectron time-of-flight spectrometer.

II. SPECTROSCOPY AND PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF
Fe„CO…5

Fe~CO!5 is a trigonal bipyramid which belongs to th
D3h point symmetry group~see Fig. 1!. The energetics of the
neutral and ion molecules are presented in Fig. 1. The in
mation contained in Fig. 1 is a combination of the availa
experimental and theoretical data. The absorption spect
was measured in the liquid phase by Dartiguenaveet al.41 in
1969, and later in the gas phase by Kotzianet al.12 In both
cases, the spectrum~shown schematically in Fig. 1! is rather
structureless. It exhibits a strong band centered at ab
50 000 cm21 with a shoulder at 41 600 cm21 ~indicated by
arrows in Fig. 1!. These two bands have been assigned
metal to ligand charge transfer~MLCT! d→p* transitions.12

The absorption starts at about 25 000 cm21 and shows two
weak shoulders at 30 300 and 35 700 cm21, which have been
assigned to ligand field~LF! d→d transitions.12 The assign-
ments are supported by theoretical studies by sev
groups.10–12 These works showed that in spite of the lar
number of electronic states involved, the metal–carbo
near-ultraviolet spectrum is determined exclusively
MLCT transitions and that the lowest lying singlet excit
tions in Fe~CO!5 are predicted to be LF transitions.12 The
most recent experimental value for the first ionization pot
tial of Fe~CO!5 was reported by Norwoodet al.26 ~7.897
60.025 eV; 63 689 cm21!, and is very close to the one o
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atomic Fe ~7.870 eV!.42 The vacuum-ultraviolet~VUV !
spectrum of Fe~CO!5 was also measured recently14 and,
based onab initio calculations, two series of Rydberg stat
were assigned in the spectral ranges between 49 600
61 800 cm21 and between 64 100 and 71 800 cm21.

Many experimental studies have been reported on
photodissociation of Fe~CO!5 in the gas phase using nano
second lasers in combination with other techniques. The
neering works by Karnyet al.43 and Trainor and Mani44

showed the emission of electronically excited Fe atoms p
duced after laser excitation of Fe~CO!5. Duncanet al.45 re-
ported multiphoton ionization~MPI! experiments where Fe1

was the dominant ion in the mass spectra. Engelking46 ob-
served atomic Fe transition lines in the MPI spectra
Fe~CO!5. Yardley and co-workers47,48 were the first to mea-
sure the distribution of Fe~CO!422 fragments at different
one-photon excitation excimer-laser wavelengths~193, 248,
and 352 nm!. By using a chemical trapping technique co
sisting of the photolysis of gaseous mixtures of Fe~CO!5 and
PF3 in a cell, they measured the quantitative yields of t
products Fe~CO!52n(PF3)n , n50 – 3. The authors propose
a photodissociation process in which the CO ligands are
sequentially. The experimental results were in agreem
with their ~RRKM! calculations in which only one vibra
tional mode was coupled to the reaction coordinate~i.e., the
motion of the CO ligand with respect to the metal atom!.
According to these calculations, about 65% of the availa
energy was retained by nascent Fe~CO!4 fragment as vibra-
tional and/or electronic excitation. Grant and co-workers39

using MPI to monitor the CO product after photolysis of t
parent molecule in the region 290–310 nm, reported an
verted vibrational energy distribution in this fragment. T
inverted distribution implied a nonstatistical energy relea
in the photofragmentation process. The authors obtained
timates of less than 0.6 ps for the lifetime of Fe~CO!5 excited

FIG. 1. Energetics of Fe~CO!5. The information shown is a compilation o
experimental and theoretical data of the neutral and ionic molecules.
gas phase absorption spectrum~Ref. 12! is shown schematically and the
assignments to LF and MLCT transitions are indicated by horizontal arro
The shaded area corresponds to the range of calculated~Refs. 16 and 18!
energies for the electronic ground state of Fe~CO!4. The vertical arrows
indicate the two photon excitation at 400 nm discussed in the text.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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states in the 275–280 nm excitation region and of less tha
ps in the 300–310 nm region.

Weitz and co-workers49,50 reported transient infrared ab
sorption spectra of the coordinatively unsaturated spe
generated after excimer-laser photolysis of Fe~CO!5. The ab-
sorption features were assigned to the Fe~CO!n fragments via
comparison with results obtained in matrix isolatio
studies.51–54 Waller, Hepburn, and co-workers55,56 measured
the rovibrational and translational distributions of the C
product by VUV laser-induced fluorescence~LIF! in a mo-
lecular beam. Vernon and co-workers57,58 recorded mass
spectra containing the parent and all the fragment ions
duced by excimer laser photolysis at selected scattering l
ratory angles using a crossed laser-molecular beam app
tus. The neutral photoproducts were ionized by elect
bombardment and mass selected in a TOF spectrometer
these studies49,50,55–58were in agreement with a sequenti
mechanism found for the~excimer laser! photodissociation
of Fe~CO!5. In all cases and even in the work of Yardley a
co-workers,47,48 the ultimate photodissociation product w
Fe~CO!2. It was argued by Walleret al.55,56 that the energy
retained by the Fe~CO!2 fragment, after Fe~CO!5 absorption
of one 193 nm photon and a sequence of three CO liga
cleavages, is not sufficient to further dissociate in
Fe~CO!1CO. In the work of Vernon and co-workers57,58 it
was concluded that, if high photon fluxes are provided
second photon can be absorbed by the Fe~CO!2 fragment to
loose the two remaining CO ligands sequentially.57,58

Photolysis laser wavelengths different than the ones p
vided by excimer lasers have been also used to study
ground and electronic excited states of Fe@produced after
multiphoton dissociation of Fe~CO!5# via MPI59–61 and pho-
toelectron~PE!60,61 spectroscopies and LIF.62–64

Within this experimental scenario, several theoreti
calculations have suggested mechanisms and estimates
time scales involved in the photodissociation reacti
Danielet al.10 carried outab initio calculations of the poten
tial energy surfaces~PESs! which connect the ground an
lowest excited states of Fe~CO!5 with the ground and excited
states of the Fe~CO!4 product. For the Fe~CO!5

→Fe~CO!41CO photodissociation reaction these auth
proposed a nonadiabatic crossing between the optically
lowed lowest singlet excited state and a triplet state wh
correlates with the ground triplet state of the Fe~CO!4 prod-
uct. This mechanism was used later by Weitz a
co-workers49,50 and Walleret al.55,56 to explain their experi-
mental results. Recent theoretical studies were carried ou
Daniel, Manz, and co-workers on Fe and Co carbo
hydrides,65–68 where the PESs involved were calculated
ab initio methods and the dynamics were simulated by w
packet propagation. These theoretical studies have sh
that the time scale for the cleavage of the metal–CO b
from the lowest electronically excited state is about 100

As already mentioned in Sec. I, it has been a subjec
controversy whether the loss of ligands by the metal at
after laser excitation occurs stepwise or in a concerted w7

The main difference between a stepwise and a concerted
cess is whether or not stable intermediate species are for
A stepwise reaction involves two or more kinetic steps
Downloaded 10 Feb 2004 to 141.51.196.137. Redistribution subject to AI
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detectable intermediates. Houston and co-workers69,70 de-
fined concertedness when the lifetime of the intermediate
shorter than its rotational period. A more stringent definiti
is given by Zewail and co-workers,71 who used the time of
the vibrational period for distinction. Typical vibrational pe
riods for the Fe–CO bonds are 80–100 fs.15

III. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup has been described in de
elsewhere.72 Only the details relevant to the present expe
ments will be given here. A home-built Ti:sapphire oscillat
yields pulsed femtosecond laser radiation centered at 800
with a typical duration of 30 fs. The femtosecond pulses
amplified in a modified commercial regenerative amplifi
pumped by a 1 kHz Nd:YLF laser. The output of this system
after appropriate recompression, consists of pulses of 8
and of about 1 mJ energy per pulse at a wavelength of
nm. After second-harmonic generation~SHG!, the 400 and
800 nm lasers are separated by means of a dichroic m
into two beams. The pump laser pulses~400 nm! are delayed
with respect to the probe laser pulses~800 nm! using a com-
puter controlled Michelson-type interferometer. Both las
beams, appropriately attenuated, are recombined using
chroic mirror and focused into the molecular beam cham
~see Fig. 2!. The full width at half-maximum~FWHM! of the
cross correlation of pump and probe pulses was determ
to be 120 fs by sum frequency mixing in a 0.1 mm BB
crystal. A one color pump–probe scheme has also been
plied in the present work. The 400 nm laser beam genera
by SHG is splitted in pump and probe beams of the sa
intensity. The probe is time delayed with respect to the pu
and both are recombined again and focused onto the mol
lar beam.

In some of the experiments a home-built colliding pul
mode-locked~CPM! ring dye laser system was used as t
source of femtosecond pulses. The output of this laser
tem consists of amplified pulses of 100 fs centered at a wa
length of 620 nm with a pulse energy of 40mJ. Nanosecond

FIG. 2. Experimental setup showing the Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser
tem used in the present experiments. The ions produced by femtose
laser excitation in a molecular beam are detected in linear and reflec
TOF spectrometers.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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laser pulses are provided by a N2 laser with pulsed lase
radiation at 337 nm, 3 ns pulse duration, and a peak en
of 1 mJ per pulse.

For the reported experiments different molecular be
machines were used. The machines consist of two diffe
tially pumped chambers, one of them containing the Fe~CO!5

source and the other one either a linear time-of-flig
~LITOF! spectrometer or a reflectron time-of-flight~RETOF!
spectrometer with a field-free drift length of 122 cm. T
typical mass resolution of the LITOF ism/Dm5150 and
m/Dm52000 for the RETOF. The Fe~CO!5 sample, used
without further purification ~98%; Strem Chemicals!, is
taken directly from the cylinder at room temperature~vapor
pressure of'33103 Pa! and expanded through a nozzle
50 mm. In the molecular beam machines, the signal from
MCP detector is recorded by a 500 MHz digital oscillosco

The transient ionization spectra, i.e., the ion signal fo
given mass in the TOF spectra dependent upon the time
lay between the pump and the probe lasers, are measure
means of boxcar integrators. Alternatively, a computer p
gram was developed for data acquisition from the avera
trace of the oscilloscope at selected mass peaks of the s
tra. These traces were recorded as a function of the pum
probe time delay. In both cases, the transients were aver
to obtain sufficiently good signal-to-noise ratios. In most
the experiments, the polarization of the pump laser~400 nm!
was parallel to the TOF spectrometer axis, whereas the p
laser polarization was perpendicular to it. Changing the
larization of the pump and probe lasers did not affect
measured transients.

The transients were fitted using a nonlinear least-squ
method based on a Marquardt–Levenberg algorithm wh
the corresponding molecular response function~single or
multiple exponential with rise and decay components! was
convoluted with a Gaussian whose FWHM was taken fr
the measured cross-correlation of the laser pu
(FWHM'120 fs).

IV. TIME-OF-FLIGHT SPECTRA

A. Nanosecond versus femtosecond excitation

Nanosecond and femtosecond laser pulses at diffe
wavelengths were used in the present experiments to e
Fe~CO!5. When using nanosecond laser pulses, the o
mass peak observed in the TOF spectra at different l
intensities was Fe1, the ion fragment. No evidence of large
fragment ions Fe~CO!n , n51 – 4, or the parent ion Fe~CO!5

was obtained which is in agreement with earlier nanosec
laser studies.60–62 Figure 3~a! shows a typical LITOF spec
trum obtained from the photolysis of Fe~CO!5 with nanosec-
ond N2 laser pulses at intensities of about 1010 W cm22.
Fe~CO!5 absorbs a photon already within the rising edge
the laser pulse and the molecule dissociates. The resu
fragment molecules absorb additional photons of the sa
laser pulse and can dissociate further. This process, ca
ladder switching,73 leads to the ultimate photodissociatio
products Fe and CO which absorb more photons and ion
We do not detect CO1 ions, because on the one hand t
ionization potential~IP! of CO ~14.014 eV!42 is nearly twice
Downloaded 10 Feb 2004 to 141.51.196.137. Redistribution subject to AI
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of that of Fe~7.870 eV!.42 On the other hand, the produce
Fe atomic fragment is highly excited as reported by Kar
et al.43 and Engelking46 and therefore less photons a
needed to ionize it. This experiment already shows that
photodissociation of Fe~CO!5 is ultrafast and one has to us
ultrashort laser pulses to examine the fragmentation dyn
ics of this molecule in detail. A similar behavior has be
observed in MPI experiments on sodium clusters.74

The use of femtosecond laser pulses leads to a c
pletely different picture. Figures 3~b! and 3~c! show the
LITOF and RETOF mass spectra obtained with femtosec
laser pulses of 400 nm~intensity of'1013 W cm22!. In con-
trast to the nanosecond laser TOF spectrum, the parent
all the fragment ions and CO1 appear in the mass spectr
Even doubly charged species could be observed at lase
tensities higher than'531013 W cm22 @see Figs. 6~a! and
6~b!#. Fe~CO!11 and Fe~CO!3

11 are clearly resolved bu
Fe11, Fe~CO!2

11, and Fe~CO!4
11 appear exactly at the sam

arrival time in the TOF spectra as the CO1, Fe1, and
Fe~CO!1 ions, as the time-of-flightt is proportional to
Am/q. Thus, these three peaks show contributions from s
gly and doubly charged fragment ions. Figure 4 depicts
tails of a RETOF spectrum for the Fe~CO!5

1, Fe1, and
CO1/Fe11 mass peaks. The higher resolution obtained w
the RETOF spectrometer allows the observation of the
ferent isotopes of the singly and doubly charged spec
Every iron containing fragment shows the same isotopic p
tern, due to the natural abundance of the different isotope
54,56,57Fe, 12,13C, and16,18O. They all show a prominent pea
~relative intensity 1.000! at massm, a peak atm22, and a

FIG. 3. TOF spectra obtained after irradiation of Fe~CO!5 with nanosecond
~a! and femtosecond@~b!, ~c!# laser pulses measured in a linear@~a!, ~b!# and
a high resolution reflectron TOF spectrometer. Note that the parent mole
and all the fragment ions appear in the TOF spectra when femtosecond
pulses are used, whereas only Fe1 is observed in the nanosecond laser TO
spectrum.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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peak atm11 with less intensity. The relative intensities va
with the number of CO ligands and the estimated intensi
due to the natural abundances are indicated in Fig. 4
paranthesis. In the case of doubly charged species, the i
pic pattern changes tom21, m m1 1

2, as shown in Fig. 4~c!
for the peak atm528 amu/e, which is a combination of
doubly charged Fe and singly charged CO. By determina
of the relative intensity of the peak at 27 amu/e, we can
estimate the contribution of Fe11 to 55%.

From the experiments shown in Fig. 3, it is conclud
that the duration of the laser pulses plays an important rol
the fragmentation dynamics of Fe~CO!5. In order to investi-
gate the dependence of the Fe~CO!5 fragmentation pattern on
the laser pulse duration, an experiment was performed w
the temporal width of the pulses produced by the femtos
ond Ti:sapphire laser system at 800 nm was varied betw
80 fs and 100 ps by modifying the alignment of the compr
sor. The results of these investigations are depicted in Fig
All the RETOF spectra shown in Fig. 5 have been norm
ized to the same Fe1 fragment intensity. The small satellit
peaks observed for the parent and every fragment ion co
spond to the different isotopes of Fe and C atoms. All
fragment ions and the parent ion are observed using l
pulses with durations up to 1.4 ps, although the relative
tensities of the different mass peaks change. At a laser p
duration of 10 ps, the only fragments observed are Fe~CO!1

and Fe1, and with more than 70 ps laser pulse duration,
only mass peak observed is Fe1. Experiments with different
attenuations of the laser beam show that this effect is ma
due to the laser pulse duration. These results indicate
ultrafast fragmentation dynamics. A time scale of 70 ps
long enough for the fragmentation of the parent molecu
The fragments are then able to absorb additional pho
within the laser pulse duration to undergo further fragmen

FIG. 4. Details of a reflectron TOF spectrum obtained from Fe~CO!5 using
800 nm femtosecond laser pulses ('1014 W cm22) for the ~a! Fe1, ~b!
Fe~CO!5

1, and ~c! Fe11/CO1 mass peaks. The largest peak in each ca
corresponding to the most abundant56Fe isotope, has been normalized
one. The relative intensities of the other isotopes,54Fe and57Fe, are labeled
in the corresponding peaks~the natural abundance is indicated betwe
parenthesis!. In the case of the Fe11/CO1 mass peak, the relative intensit
of both ions, appearing exactly at the same time of arrival in the m
spectrometer, has been obtained~Fe11, 55% and CO1, 45%!.
Downloaded 10 Feb 2004 to 141.51.196.137. Redistribution subject to AI
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tion and ionization. Only if very short laser pulses are us
~80 fs!, multiphoton ionization will precede fragmentation

B. Femtosecond TOF spectra

The LITOF spectra obtained using the 400 and 800
femtosecond lasers at different intensities are shown in
6. The parent molecule, all the fragments, and, for the hi
est laser intensities applied~'1014 W cm22 generated for
both wavelengths! also doubly charged species were o
served for both wavelengths. The ion fragment distribut
clearly depends on both the wavelength and the intensit
the laser. For the lowest laser intensities applied
('1011 W cm22), the only mass peak observed is that of t
parent ion. Note that at least six photons of 800 nm
needed to ionize Fe~CO!5. As the laser intensity is increase
the various fragments start to appear. Only at higher inte
ties, the CO fragment is observed due to the fact that at l
16 photons of 800 nm are needed to produce CO1 via dis-
sociative ionization~ten photons of 800 nm are necessary
ionize CO!. Note that these high femtosecond laser inten
ties of about 1014– 1015 W cm22 can also lead to field ion-
ization as discussed in detail in a previous publication.75

There are interesting differences between the two set
TOF spectra shown in Fig. 6. In the 800 nm series, Fe~CO!2

1

is the most favored ion fragment from middle to high las
intensities~with the only exception of very high laser inten
sities where Fe1 is the most prominent ion!. In contrast, the
Fe1 fragment is the dominant ion in the 400 nm experimen
The peak intensities of the Fe~CO!4

1 and Fe~CO!3
1 fragments

are similar to that of the parent molecule for 800 nm exci
tion, whereas for 400 nm excitation the peak intensities
these two fragments are very small. A possible explana
why the Fe~CO!2

1 is favored with 800 nm laser excitation i
that the available energy after absorption of seven photon
800 nm is sufficient for the parent ion to undergo fragme
tation up to Fe~CO!2

1 ~see Fig. 1!. This intermediate state

,

s

FIG. 5. Reflectron TOF spectra obtained from Fe~CO!5 after excitation us-
ing 800 nm variable laser pulse widths between 80 fs up to 70 ps. All
traces have been normalized to have the same Fe1 mass peak intensity. The
parent molecule and all the fragments are observed when laser pulse w
between 80 fs up to 1.4 ps are used. For laser pulse widths of more tha
ps, only Fe1 is observed in the spectra.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 6. Linear TOF spectra from Fe~CO!5 using different femtosecond laser wavelengths and intensities:~a! l5400 nm, ~b! l5800 nm. I 800

'1014 W cm22 and I 400'1014 W cm22. At the highest laser intensities applied doubly charged fragment ions are observed in the spectra.
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excitation is not possible with the 400 nm laser. The differ
fragmentation patterns observed experimentally are m
likely due to the fact that more fragmentation channels
opened by using 800 nm radiation compared to 400 nm
citation. The TOF results indicate that the femtosecond fr
mentation pattern obtained for Fe~CO!5 strongly depends on
the laser wavelength. The results also indicate that multip
ton fragmentation of the parent molecule is occurring m
likely via dissociative ionization, i.e., ionization preced
fragmentation. After the absorption of six or more photons
800 nm~three or more photons of 400 nm!, the parent mol-
ecule will, most probably, first ionize and later undergo fra
mentation to an extent that will depend on the number
photons absorbed, i.e., on the available excess energy.

To further assess the femtosecond laser wavelength
pendence of the Fe~CO!5 fragmentation pattern, Fig. 7 show
the series of LITOF spectra obtained from the 620 nm fe
tosecond laser at different intensities. This series of T
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spectra were measured using ion extraction conditions dif
ent from those used for the measurements in Fig. 6.
small peaks observed to the left of the parent and every f
ment mass peaks are the species which corresponds wit
54Fe isotope. At sufficient laser intensities doubly charg
species are also observed. Under these conditions,
Fe~CO!2

1, Fe~CO!1, and Fe1 ion fragment peak intensitie
are larger than the parent Fe~CO!5

1 and the largest fragmen
ions Fe~CO!4

1 and Fe~CO!3
1, even at the lowest laser inten

sities applied in the 620 nm experiment ('1013 W cm22).
The most prominent ion in the series is always Fe1, followed
by Fe~CO!1 and Fe~CO!2

1. The parent ion and the Fe~CO!3

and Fe~CO!4 fragment ions show similar intensities. No
that even for the lowest laser intensities applied, it is n
possible to produce the parent ion alone. In a similar exp
ment Grotemeyer and co-workers76,77 excited Fe~CO!5 with
500 fs laser pulses at 260 nm and observed the parent
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 7. Linear TOF spectra from Fe~CO!5 obtained using 620 nm femtosecond laser pulses at different laser intensities.I 620'1014 W cm22.
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and all the fragment ions. However, in this study they w
not able to produce the parent ion alone.

In summary, the TOF results shown in Figs. 5–7 in
cate that the femtosecond fragmentation pattern obtained
Fe~CO!5 strongly depends on the laser wavelength and
laser pulse duration. The results indicate that for ultrash
laser pulses, multiphoton fragmentation of the parent m
ecule is most likely via dissociative ionization, i.e., femt
second ionization precedes fragmentation. On the basi
the data presented up to here, we are unable to give an
mate for the time scale on which photodissociation occu
The application of femtosecond pump–probe techniq
should give further insights into the ultrafast photodissoc
tion dynamics of Fe~CO!5. The femtosecond time scale is th
ultimate time scale for real-time observations of nuclear m
tion in molecules. See, e.g., Refs. 72 and 78–81.

V. TRANSIENT IONIZATION SPECTRA

Transient ionization spectra are recorded by employ
the femtosecond pump–probe technique. One and two c
pump–probe experiments were performed using the fun
mental wavelength~800 nm! and the second harmonic~400
nm! of the Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser system.

A. 400/800 nm transients

Figure 8 shows the measured two color transient ion
tion spectra of the parent molecule and of every fragme
For positive delay times, the 400 nm laser was the pump
the 800 nm was the probe. All the transients were measu
with attenuated pump and probe laser beams, where co
tions similar to the bottom traces in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! were
established. Under these experimental conditions, the
served dynamics has to occur in the neutral molecule wh
the probe laser induces the ionization. In the 400 nm pu
laser experiments, the absorption of two photons leads t
excitation of the strong band centered at arou
50 000 cm21—Ref. 12 ~see Fig. 1!. The very weak absorp
tion observed at 25 000 cm21 ~Ref. 12! and the fact that
Downloaded 10 Feb 2004 to 141.51.196.137. Redistribution subject to AI
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more 800 nm probe photons are necessary to reach the
ization continuum support the two photon excitation at 4
nm.

As can be seen in Fig. 8, the transients of the par
molecule, the Fe~CO!4, and the Fe~CO!3 fragments show
some ion signal before time zero, i.e., when pump~400 nm!
and probe~800 nm! lasers interchange their role. In the ca
of the parent molecule, the asymptotic ion signal at nega
delay times is even larger than at positive delay times. T
effect strongly depends on the intensity of the pump a
probe lasers. Several experiments were performed at di
ent attenuations of both lasers to further investigate this
fect. As the intensity of the lasers was decreased, the
signal for negative delay times was reduced to the same l
as the ion signal for positive delay times and the structure
the transients for negative delay times disappeared. The s
happened to the ionization transients of the fragments. Fig
9 shows the transient ionization spectra measured with

FIG. 8. Two color (400 nm/800 nm) femtosecond transient ionization sp
tra of the parent molecule and of the fragments. The transients were
sured with attenuated pump and probe lasers beams, where conditions
lar to the bottom traces in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! were established. The solid
lines represent the fits to the data based on exponential rise and d
constants. The inset shows the expanded transients around time delay
for the parent molecule and the Fe~CO!4 and Fe~CO!3 fragments. The ob-
served time shifts of the transients are indicated.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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RETOF for the lowest laser intensity. Clean rise and de
curves of the ionization signals are observed. The data
Fig. 8 show the richness of the dynamics of this system.
the 800 nm pump laser, there are at least two possible e
tations of the neutral molecule: a three photon excitation
LF state or a four photon excitation to a MLCT state. T
latter excitation is similar to the one obtained after abso
tion of two photons of 400 nm. It is possible that part of t
signal observed for negative and positive delay times in F
8 corresponds to the same process. In addition to that a
ther process is initiated which shows no time dependenc
the measured time scale.

In the following, that part of the transients is analyz
for which the pump excitation is at 400 nm and the sub
quent dynamics is probed by 800 nm photons. All the m
sured transients~Figs. 8 and 9! were fitted to single or mul-
tiple exponentials with rise and decay times taking in
account the cross correlation of the pump and probe la
pulses. The results of the fits for the parent molecule and
the fragments are shown in Fig. 8 as solid lines. The rise
decay time constants obtained are listed in Table I. The t
sient of the parent mass and the transients of the fragm
Fe~CO!4 and Fe~CO!3 were fitted to single exponentials wit
decay times of 10065, 10565, and 11565 fs, respectively.
In addition, the analysis of the Fe~CO!4 and Fe~CO!3 ioniza-
tion transients showed time shifts with respect to the ma
mum of the signal in the Fe~CO!5 ionization transient of 20
65 and 3065 fs, respectively. The Fe~CO!2 ionization tran-
sient was fitted to a single exponential with a decay time
150620 fs to an asymptotic level which is constant up to t

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8 but taken with the RETOF for the lowest laser inte
sities of the pump and probe lasers at which pump–probe signal is obse
In this case, clean rise and decay components were observed for the p
molecule and the fragments.

TABLE I. Rise and decay times from the fits of the transients for
different masses~parent molecule and fragments!.

Species tdecay ~fs! t rise ~fs! Time shift ~fs!

Fe~CO!5 10065 ••• •••
Fe~CO!4 10565 ••• 2065
Fe~CO!3 11565 ••• 3065
Fe~CO!2 150620 ••• 60615
Fe~CO! 230620 120620 •••
Fe 490650 260620 •••
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longest measured delay time of 100 ps. In this case, the
shift with respect to the maximum of the Fe~CO!5 transient
was about 60 fs. The Fe~CO! ionization transient showed
slower rise than that of the cross correlation of the pump
probe laser, and was fitted with a rise time of 120620 fs and
a longer decay time of 230620 fs. For the Fe~CO! ionization
transient the asymptotic level was considerably higher t
for the Fe~CO!2 @the ratio of the decay amplitude to the am
plitude of the time independent contribution was'10 for the
Fe~CO!2 transient compared to'2 for the Fe~CO!#. The
transient of the atomic Fe fragment was fitted to a sing
exponential rise with a time constant of 260620 fs and a
longer decay time of 490650 fs with a ratio of amplitudes
~decay to time independent contribution! of '1.

In summary, the most important features observed in
two color pump–probe experiment are the following:

~i! Essentially the same decay times ('100 fs) have
been observed for the parent molecule and Fe~CO!n ,
n52 – 4 fragments with no detectable rise time.

~ii ! Fe~CO!n , n52 – 4 transients are time shifted with re
spect to that of the parent molecule Fe~CO!5 by in-
creasing time differences.

~iii ! Only the transients of the Fe~CO! and Fe fragments
show rise times. The Fe~CO! rise time is on the order
of the decay time observed for the parent molecu
The Fe rise time is very close to the decay time m
sured for Fe~CO!.

~iv! Additionally, the Fe transient shows a decay time.

From the results summarized above, we conclude
the photodissociation of Fe~CO!5 in the gas phase occurs o
an ultrafast time scale~few hundreds of femtoseconds!. This
ultrafast time scale for the photodissociation process sho
exclude the possibility of statistical energy transfer with
the molecule prior to fragmentation~IVR! or internal conver-
sion, as it has been pointed out for the related Mn2~CO!10

molecule.37 Nevertheless, the same group71 reported for the
~CH3!2CO molecule the appearance of intermediate fr
ments with redistributed vibrational energy, whereas IV
was excluded for the primary photodissociation step. Wit
our model, the observation of the time shifts could be
cribed as the beginning of IVR.

In order to understand the nature of the dissociat
mechanism, we first discuss the photodissociation reactio
which only one CO ligand leaves the complex, i.
Fe~CO!5→Fe~CO!41CO. A mechanism for this reaction
originally proposed by Danielet al.10 and supported byab
initio calculations,10 involves the lowest electronically ex
cited state of Fe~CO!5, the triplet3E8, which is a dissociative
LF state. This state correlates with the3B2 ground state of
Fe~CO!4. The ground state of Fe~CO!5 is a singlet1A18 , and
a direct optical excitation should promote the molecule t
singlet electronically excited state. Danielet al. proposed
that after a spin and symmetry-allowed optical excitation
the low lying 1E8 state, the3E8 state, which is close in
energy, is populated by intersystem crossing~ISC!. The frag-
mentation proceeds along the metal–ligand reaction coo
nate where it crosses to the electronic ground state
Fe~CO!4 (3B2), resulting in a vibrationally excited specie

-
ed.
rent
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The possibility of a direct optical excitation to the3E8 state
was not completely ruled out by Danielet al.10 because, al-
though the transition is not spin allowed, the forbiddenn
could be removed or, at least, reduced due to spin–o
coupling with a singlet excited state.

In the present experiments, the parent molecule is
cited to a total energy of 50 000 cm21 ~see above!. A higher
energy, MLCT-type, singlet electronic state could be a go
candidate for such an excitation, as it has been pointed
elsewhere.49,50,55,56A nonadiabatic crossing to a triplet sta
close in energy may, however, take a few picoseconds
this molecule, since the spin–orbit coupling is not ve
strong for the first row transition metal complexes.67,68

Therefore, it is most likely that the dissociation of Fe~CO!5

proceeds directly from the optically pumped singlet state
to some electronically excited singlet state of the produc

In this case, if we consider a value of 1.82 eV for t
first dissociation energy of Fe~CO!5,

23 the available energy
after absorption of two photons of 400 nm would be 4.38 e
If all the available energy is transformed into translation
the fragments, the upper bound for the fragments recoil
locity would be '0.06 Å fs21. As pointed out by Zewail
and co-workers,37 the measured time shift could be relat
with the time needed by the fragments to go away from th
force field interaction. Therefore, in the present case,
observed time shift of 2065 fs corresponds to a separatio
between the center of mass of the Fe~CO!4 and CO frag-
ments of'1 Å from the equilibrium distance. For a one
dimensional repulsive potentialV(R)5E exp@2(R2R0)/L#,
the length parameterL is determined from the relationshi
between the time shift, the recoil velocity, and the to
energy,79 and in our particular case, we getL'0.2 Å. This
value indicates a strongly repulsive potential. If, in additio
a substantial part of the available energy is retained by
nascent Fe~CO!4 molecule as rovibrational excitation, as h
been pointed out elsewhere,47,48 then L could be even less
than 0.2 Å, making the potential surface even mo
repulsive.37

A further issue to discuss is whether the ultrafast dis
ciation of Fe~CO!5 occursstepwiseor in a concertedway.
The available energy for Fe~CO!5 after absorption of two
photons of 400 nm is, however, enough to break the
Fe–CO bonds~see Fig. 1!, and, actually, we are observin
ionization transients for the parent molecule and every fr
ment. On a first glance, the present experiments seem
indicate that the mechanism for the photodissociation
Fe~CO!5 is compatible with a stepwise fragmentation, sin
all the fragments are observed. However, Fe~CO!5 and the
Fe~CO!n , n52 – 4 fragments show similar decay times
('100– 150 fs) and no detectable rise time. In addition,
transients of the fragments exhibit a time delay of seve
tens of femtosecond with respect to the parent molecule.
fact that we observe essentially the same decay time for
parent and the Fe~CO!n , n52 – 4 fragments suggests th
these transients are determined by the dynamics of only
intermediate species.

In a previous work, we proposed a simple model to e
plain these observations.40 The model is as follows: Fe~CO!5

is excited to a state with a total energy of 50 000 cm21. This
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state will evolve in a structural rearrangement during the fi
2065 fs @the time shift observed in the Fe~CO!4 transient#.
At this particular geometry of the@Fe~CO!5#

‡ complex, the
system absorbs probe laser photons yielding parent
which undergo fragmentation into the measured Fe~CO!4

1.
The evolution of the multidimensional@Fe~CO!5#

‡ complex
continues until another configuration is reached after
65 fs. This new geometry of the complex now favors t
production of Fe~CO!5

1 ions, which undergo fragmentatio
into the measured Fe~CO!3

1. This is the origin of the Fe~CO!3

transient. With a very similar interpretation, we can acco
for the observed Fe~CO!2 transient. Within the model, the
decay times of about 100 fs correspond to the dissocia
time of Fe~CO!5 into Fe~CO!14CO. The measured tran
sients for Fe~CO!n , n52 – 4 represent snapshots of the ev
lution of the multidimensional@Fe~CO!5#

‡ transition state
toward the loss of four CO ligands yielding the Fe~CO! frag-
ments. Figure 10 shows a pictorial representation of
model.

Furthermore, the ionization transient of Fe~CO! shows a
rise time of 120620 fs. This rise time matches the Fe~CO!5

dissociation time of 100–150 fs discussed above. In addit
a decay to a time independent signal level is observed wi
time constant of 230620 fs. This is an indication that a dis
tribution of different, maybe excited, Fe~CO! fragments are
formed in the dissociation, and only part of the Fe~CO! frag-
ments decay further. This decay time is close to the obser
rise time of 260620 fs for the Fe fragment. The fit functio
for the Fe transient should consist of a time independ
plateau and a difference of two exponentials, with one ti
constant corresponding to the decay of the Fe~CO!5 parent
molecule into Fe~CO! ~about 100 fs! and a second one cor
responding to the decay of Fe~CO!. However, the contribu-
tion of the 100 fs rise can be neglected, especially after
convolution with the cross correlation. The analysis sho
that the Fe transient could be fitted with a single-exponen
rise.

FIG. 10. Pictorial representation of the model proposed for the photodi
ciation mechanism of Fe~CO!5. Electronically excited Fe~CO!5 dissociates
into Fe~CO!14CO in about 100 fs. The ionization transient spectra m
sured for the Fe~CO!n , n52 – 4 fragments represent snapshots of the e
lution of the multidimensional@Fe~CO!5#

‡ transition state on its way to
dissociation. The last Fe–CO bond cleavage occurs on a longer time sca
230 fs.
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Finally, we observe a long decay time of about 490 fs
the Fe fragments. Since Fe atoms cannot decay in su
short time, even if they are produced in highly excited sta
this decay must be related to a process whose origin is in
precursors.

The idea of a concerted loss of ligands has been
cussed by Jackson7 for the related Cr~CO!6. In that work, the
fluorescence of electronically excited Cr atoms obtained a
the photodissociation of Cr~CO!6 produced by nanosecon
laser excitation was measured in a gas cell at different p
sures. The main conclusion of those experiments is when
excitation energy is high enough~corresponding to multipho
ton absorption of the parent molecule! the dominant photo-
dissociation mechanism is a concerted one. The parent
ecule absorbs two, three or more photons coherently an
highly excited electronic state of the complex is prepar
This state will dissociate explosively, loosing several ligan
simultaneously, in a time scale of just a single vibration. T
dissociation process can be visualized then as a half-colli
reaction, where the highly excited state of the parent m
ecule can cross onto multiple potential energy surfaces, e
of them representing a different product metal contain
fragment. To which extent this process occurs will depe
on the available energy. Jackson7 concluded that a sequentia
mechanism could gain more importance with respect to
concerted loss of ligands as the excitation energy decrea
Our results are in qualitative agreement with these con
sions. The Fe~CO!5, electronically excited to 50 000 cm21,
looses four CO ligands in just 100 fs. As typical vibration
periods of the Fe–CO bonds are between 80 and 10015

this can be termed a concerted loss of the first four ligan
The subsequent dissociation of the formed Fe~CO! occurs on
a longer time scale. After the explosive loss of up to four C
ligands following excitation of the parent molecule, th
available energy is still large enough to initiate the rupture
the last Fe–CO bond, yielding Fe atoms.

B. 400/400 nm transients

Figure 11 shows the measured ionization transients
the parent molecule and every fragment ion obtained us
the same color~400 nm! for both the pump and the prob
lasers and laser intensities of about 1012 W cm22. Due to the

FIG. 11. One color (400 nm/400 nm) femtosecond transient ioniza
spectra of the parent molecule and of the fragments. The inset show
expanded transients around time delay zero for the parent molecule an
Fe~CO!4 and Fe~CO!3 fragments.
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fact that pump and probe wavelength as well as the inte
ties of both lasers are the same, the transients are symm
with respect to time delayDt50. The parent molecule an
Fe~CO!n , n52 – 4 fragment ion transients show a fast dec
of about 100 fs. The width of the transients Fe~CO!n , n
52 – 5 rises with the number of lost ligands and is alwa
larger than the cross correlation of the laser pulses.
Fe~CO! and even more for Fe, the ionization transient
much wider and the decay is slower than for the larger fr
ments. Furthermore, all the transients show a double p
structure, and in the case of the Fe transient, we obser
narrow central peak whose FWHM is'85 fs. In addition to
the fast decay, the parent molecule and the Fe~CO!n , n
51 – 4 fragment ion transients show a very slow rise
longer delay times in the order of picoseconds.

These results are in qualitative agreement with the
sults obtained from the 400/800 nm pump–probe exp
ments. The similar decay times of about 100–150 fs for
Fe~CO!n , n52 – 5 and the fact that these transients show
rise are consistent with the two-color experiments. T
double-peak structure and the broadening of the transi
from large to small fragments fits the observation, made
the 400/800 nm pump–probe experiment, that these t
sients are time shifted with respect toDt50. The expected
rise time of about 120 fs for the Fe~CO! transient cannot be
resolved, but results in the clearly visible additional broa
ening of the 400/400 nm transient.

The observed one–color pump–probe ionization tr
sients are strongly dependent on the intensity of the la
pulses. At the lowest laser intensities applied~'5
31011 W cm22, not shown here!, where practically no ions
are observed from each laser alone, the ionization transi
for the parent and all the fragments consisted of a symme
peak aroundDt50 similar to that found in the Fe1 transient
of Fig. 11. As the laser intensity was increased, the differ
features observed in the transients of Fig. 11 started to
pear. Most likely, these narrow peaks are produced via di
MPI of the parent molecule and following ionic fragment
tion, the same process we have seen in the other femtose
TOF mass spectra~see Sec. IV B!.

These results are in qualitative agreement with the p
todissociation mechanism proposed in the model, althoug
quantitative analysis of the transients in terms of decay tim
and time shifts is more difficult in this case due to the co
tribution to the transients of the symmetric ion signal arou
time delayDt50. These transients show the richness of
dynamics of this system when high pump–laser intensi
~high in comparison to the 400/800 nm pump–probe exp
ment! are used. There are several different processes res
sible for the observed dynamics, as can be seen most cle
from the Fe transient. From this transient, at least three
ferent processes can be extracted: an immediate produ
of Fe1 most likely via direct MPI of the parent and subs
quent ionic fragmentation, a delayed rise in the Fe yield d
to the dissociation of Fe~CO!, and a delayed decay of abou
490 fs. The slow rises on a picosecond time scale found
the larger fragments have not yet been fully understood.

n
the
the
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VI. METASTABLE ION FRAGMENTATION

With a reflectron time-of-flight~RETOF! spectrometer
we detect not only the ions formed in the interaction regi
i.e., the space where the molecular beam and the laser o
lap, but also ions~metastable ions with a lifetime of the orde
of the flight time! formed in different regions of the spec
trometer. Basically, ions formed in the field-free drift regio
due to a metastable decay, reach the MCP detector acco
to their mass, in contrast to a linear TOF, where those
called daughter ions hit the MCP detector simultaneou
with their ionic precursors. The use of a RETOF in the e
ergy correction mode provides a similar flight time for eith
the daughter ions and those ions with the same mass w
have already been produced in the interaction region. W
it is used in a partially correction mode, i.e., when the refl
tor potentials are detuned, the daughter ions have a diffe
flight time compared to the ions with the same mass, form
in the interaction region. Therefore, by detuning the pot
tials, it is possible to observe the daughter ions.82–84

Figure 12 shows details of Fe~CO!5 400 nm RETOF
spectra (I'1013 W cm22) for different reflector potentials
The mass peak indicated as Fe~CO!4

1 belongs to Fe~CO!4
1

ions, formed directly in the interaction region. By detuni
the reflector potentials around the potentials where ideal
ergy correction is achieved, a peak crosses the Fe~CO!4

1

peak. This crossing peak is also observed for the Fe~CO!3
1

mass peak and with very low intensities even for the sma
fragments. In order to determine the precursor ions of th
ions formed due to a metastable decay in the field free d
region, the reflectron time-of-flight spectrum was simula
with a computer. Figure 13 shows the flight times of t
directly formed Fe~CO!4,3

1 ~squares! and the Fe~CO!4,3
1 ions

~circles!, formed due to a metastable decay for different
flector potentials. The solid lines are fits of the times
flight. This fit was performed in the following manner. Th
time of flight was calculated for Fe~CO!5

1 formed in the in-
teraction region until it enters the field free drift region. A
this point, a fragmentation with a mass loss ofDm was in-
troduced. The four sets of data indicated in Fig. 12 w

FIG. 12. Details of the reflectron TOF spectrum for Fe~CO!5 around the
Fe~CO!4

1 mass peak for different reflector potentials taken at 400 nmI
'1013 W cm22). The peak denoted as→Fe~CO!4

1 results of the metastable
decay of Fe~CO!5

1 in the field free drift region.
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fitted simultaneously. The precursors of the Fe~CO!4
1 ions,

formed in the field-free drift region, were calculated to
ions which lost a fragment with mass 3065 amu and 28
65 for the Fe~CO!3

1 ions. For comparison, a mass loss of
amu ~dashed lines! and of 35 amu~dotted lines! was simu-
lated. These fits show that the daughter ions were formed
to a metastable loss of one CO~28 amu! ligand. The time
scale for this decay can be estimated to be in the rang
1–20ms, the time the ions need to enter the field free d
region and the time of flight to the reflector.

This experiment shows, that in the case of Fe~CO!5 after
fs laser excitation with 400 nm radiation, we observe tw
completely different fragmentation mechanisms for differe
excitation energies. The time scales involved differ by s
eral orders of magnitude and range from femtoseconds~two-
photon excitation! to microseconds~multiphoton excitation!.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The ultrafast photodissociation dynamics of Fe~CO!5 has
been investigated in the gas phase using femtosecond
pulses. Linear and reflectron time-of-flight~TOF! spectra
were measured at different femtosecond laser waveleng
pulse durations, and intensities, and the parent as well a
the fragments and even doubly charged species were
served. We find that the fragmentation pattern strongly
pends on laser wavelength, pulse duration, and intensity.
ultrashort laser pulses the results are discussed in terms
dissociative ionization mechanism.

One and two-color femtosecond pump–probe exp
ments have been performed to access the MLCT band
laser pulses at 400 and at 800 nm. Transient ionization s

FIG. 13. Times of flight of the directly produced Fe~CO!4
1 and Fe~CO!3

1

ions ~squares! and of those ions produced in the field free drift region due
a metastable decay~circles! for different reflector potentials:~a! Fit for the
metastable produced Fe~CO!4

1 ~solid line!: Fe~CO!5
1→Fe~CO!4

11CO. The
case of a molecule losing mass 16 amu~dashed line! and mass 35 amu
~dotted line! which fragments into Fe~CO!4

1 is also included for comparison
~b! Fit for directly produced Fe~CO!4

1 ~solid line!. ~c! Fit for the metastable
produced Fe~CO!3

1 ~solid line!: Fe~CO!4
1→Fe~CO!3

11CO. The case of a
molecule losing mass 16 amu~dashed line! and mass 35 amu~dotted line!
which fragments into Fe~CO!3

1 is also included for comparison.~d! Fit for
directly produced Fe~CO!3

1 ~solid line!.
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tra have been measured for the parent molecule and e
fragment. The time resolution of the experiments was h
enough to resolve the dynamics of the photodissociation
Fe~CO!5 and the loss of all CO ligands. From the analysis
the transients in terms of rise and decay times, a mode
the photodissociation of Fe~CO!5 is proposed. In this model
Fe~CO!5 dissociates up to Fe~CO! in a concerted fashion, i.e
after absorption of two 400 nm photons, the parent molec
looses four CO ligands on the time scale of a vibratio
period of the Fe–CO bond ('100 fs). The measured
Fe~CO!n , n52 – 4 ionization transients represent snapsh
of the evolution of the multidimensional@Fe~CO!5#

‡ transi-
tion state on the way to the multiple-ligand loss. The exc
energy is sufficient for a further dissociation of Fe~CO! into
Fe and CO on a longer time scale.

Additionally, we reported on a completely different ion
fragmentation mechanism. A metastable decay of Fe~CO!n ,
n55,4 on a microsecond time scale is observed.

This work demonstrates the ultrafast dynamics of
photodissociation of Fe~CO!5 in the gas phase and explain
why nanosecond laser experiments failed to observe
Fe~CO!5

1 and the corresponding CO containing fragme
ions. Further investigations using other femtosecond la
wavelengths can give additional insight and may elucid
the important role the excitation energy plays in the pho
dissociation of this and other organometallic molecules.
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